
At Home Musical Activities  

1. The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra: https://listeningadventures.carnegiehall.org  

A safari-themed online game that leads you through various challenges where you 
learn about instruments and the instrument families of the orchestra. The 
challenges begin at an easy level and gradually get more difficult.  

2. Chrome Music Lab: https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Experiments  

Chrome music lab is a scientific and creative outlet. You can explore the “why” behind 
musical sounds with several activities, create your own rhythms with different instruments, 
and make your own songs or melodies. This is one of my favorites! 

3. Creative Writing with Music 

Listen to a song that doesn’t have words and close your eyes for a moment. Create 
characters and a story that you feel matches the melody. What is happening in the story? 
Does it sound like a battle on a different planet? Is it a lonely girl finding a hidden world in 
the middle of the forest? It is your story, and it is up to you to decide! 

Suggestions: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2prXsFc4s4&list=PLsb-
EizUqxHlFGX0fwUa93KexvFmLERMx&index=8  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30b7_S0paCQ  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5n7qfRNzS3s  

4. Creative Drawing with Music 

This is similar to creative writing, except you will be drawing with music. Pick a song, close 
your eyes for a moment and just listen, and draw what you imagine! 

5. Music Trivia 

Create a set of trivia questions about your favorite music and quiz your family. Keep a tally 
of who gets the most questions correct! 

 

Stay healthy and practice social distancing! 

  - Mrs. Winters  
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